Introduction to prose (presentation 1 & 2) by Wiranegara, Dian Arsitades

 Students are able to appreciate 
fictions(short story & novel) based on 
theirunderstanding on the elements 
of fiction
 MATERIALS (Major Topics):
 1.Fiction as a Literary Genre
 2.The Nature of Fiction (Characteristics 
Of Fiction)
 3.Elements of Fiction
 4.Writing About Fiction
 What is Fiction?
 a story of meaningful sequence of events 
inwhich the characters perform or 
experiencesome actions in certain settings 
place &times) in order to reveal one or more 
idea(theme)
Subject Matter: (Theme) 
 Action & Plot
 Characters
 Setting 





 Watching & Appreciating Relevant Movie
 Group Projects (Writing Analysis To 
BePresented)
 Individual Projects (Mid-test & Final Test—
analysis of a novel/ Short Story)
Literary work does not necessarily present accurate 
information about the real life experience 
(although it may be so as a secondary 
consideration), rather it causes us to recognize 
truths about the human 
existence through the direct presentation of select
ed experiences. Possibly, it does not present the 
way people act and feel, but it involves us these 
actions and drives us to respond to them.
